Subject： WHO to kill the Ebola patient exceed 5000 already, to plaint WHO’s Director in ICJ at the last moment!
This email meat at:→ www.ycec.com/UN/141031.pdf
Respectable
USA MP, Law, Hospital, Medium
& Academic circles
Dear
Sir or Madam:
Today’s Ebola to kill life already exceed 5000! Therefore, I to have no choice an ultimatum by a open letter send
to WHO’s Director-General Dr Margaret Chan and by UN Secretary-General Mr. Ban Ki-moon on Oct., 27, 2014.
Now, for relieve of as USA society’s panic and your life power, you must earnest browse below the full text and
witness this stinking history by WHO to kill without batting an eyelid:

www.ycec.com/UN/141027.pdf

or

Chinese www.ycec.com/UN/141027-hk.pdf

I again to emphasize in hear, the outbreak is similar to the American West Nile Virus and SARS in HK, TW
or China on 2003year, they belong to bacterial infection group and not the virus infection group which is wrongly
classified by medicine society. If they do not provide “wash lung” treatment of PCT/SG2003/00145 invention to clean
It was very unfortunately is, the Nobel still afraid to
away in the lung’s germs, the situation can become dire!
witness this invention, so WHO’s fiend still butcher more West African now!
Now, the Ebola already to invade America and to cause the community panic, as the New York, New Jersey and
Illinois that Separate-Measures it was to confirm my condemn the new drug (ZMapp) can to cure the two Ebola patient
lie by President Obama, the condemn Email document will permanent to display to witness for history at:
www.ycec.com/UN/141006.pdf
At the same time, Australia Government was to announce do not dispatch doctor again to West African States to
assist resist the epidemic situation of Ebola and forbid that resident in epidemic area enter Au country!
This was a
serious wrong in humanity from first Occident Country! Please to see the www.ycec.net/AU/2003248601.htm, the AU
patent office had not any reasons turn down my application of PCT/SG2003/00145 at AU, now, the return check of
application charge on May. 30, 2009 same the EPO patent office (http://ycec.net/EPO/03750011_3.htm) it still to
display at here to exchange CP China’s bribe it will be witness in history!
Further at the same time, because above the new drug (ZMapp) lie failed by Obama, so the Ministry of Public
Health of Canada that lied of the VSV-EBOV of Ebola bacterin was urgent to come on the international stage and lied it
could be to use on 2015year! Please to see the web page at www.ycec.net/CA/2511749.htm, the Ca patent office same
the AU patent office had not any reasons to delayed examine or refute my application of PCT/SG2003/00145 at Canada,
but the Ca patent office only can to requisition me to pay the delay fee again and again!
Under above the fact that clear to show, all the leaders of Occident Country that political morality already to fall
into enemy's hands of CP China’s pitfall not to be divulged, the WHO also become butcher standing at the international
stage now!
I again to emphasize in hear: The logical reasoning of “wash lung” treatment in PCT/SG2003/00145
invention it will to stand firm and erect, the main points of medicine ethics below:
1.

The “Virus” it can to infect flu is a wrong to discuss and judge by before medicine circles, because
the viral genome can not to replication by self absolutely, so the “Virus” was not a life and very
easy to test by any hospital, therefore, the “flu shot” was harmful with useless it must to throw away!

2.

Because in place of “Virus infect” is from air that “bacterial infection” it was a most important
discover of medicine in this century, therefore, the most effective treat method is use the “wash
lung” treatment of PCT/SG2003/00145 invention to clean away “bacterial infection” in the lung,
besides it will not any effective drug could be to replacement.

If the WHO’s Director-General Dr Margaret Chan who do not to overrule above two medicine ethics, then Dr
Margaret Chan must to responsible for below the absurd case:
a.

to preside at recommend to lie by President Obama that ZMapp to West African States;

b.

to preside at accept the bacterin of VSV-EBO lie by Ministry of Public Health of Canada and WHO your
prediction the “Ebola bacterin” will use in 2015year to deceive the worldwide public to continue to kill
without spilling blood.

If the WHO’s Director-General Dr Margaret Chan who do not to overrule above two medicine ethics and
again to refuse order a guide for Ministry of Public Health of every country to point out the “Virus infect” is wrong with
to replace somebody is the “Bacterial Infection” that only the source of death by virus, and the “wash lung” treatment it
only can to lift the crisis of before the SARS or today’s Ebola, the WHO’s Director-General Dr Margaret Chan who to
１

kill at random all the Ebola patients that commit to the crime is the「Crimes Against Humanity」of《Rome Statute of
International Criminal Court》it will be to set up!

Now, especially the President Obama with all the Occident leaders who must clear to know,
let WHO’s Director- General Dr Margaret Chan to admit her guilt that was only one the
feasible way out!
In the end, because you will to benefit from above the medicine invention to lift the terror to derive from Ebola,
so you have the duty and necessary to transmit at www.ycec.com/UN/141027.pdf that message to your locally
authorities of medical matters to discern between right and wrong to advance to end this uncivilized times in our global
village by WHO’s brutality !
Thank you!
PCT/SG2003/00145
& 10/469,063
Inventor
Lin Zhen-Man/SG/HK
Oct. 31, 2014.

Before the email record
Subject：1. Ebola same American West Nile Virus, all the bereaved can to claims WHO & Obama!
2. The two fiends, maximum terrorist in the act of part to occupy WHO and White House now!
3. Nobel afraid to witness this invention, WHO’s fiend still butcher more West African now!
This email meat at:→ www.ycec.com/UN/141006.pdf
Subject: 1. WHO & USCDC not only incompetent also ill will, so the bereaved can claims to Government!
2. American electorate undoubtedly have interest to know that Obama brother whether same the
Neil Bush to have in mind to join the Communist Party of China?! Therefore, how to stick up for
self life right, anyone American electorate must to choose wisely!
3. In addition, because WHO & USCDC was incompetent and conceal medicine invention! So any
country lawyer must promptly to supply claims for the bereaved to uphold justice for own
national!
4. The specifics could be to see the attachments, or link the www.ycec.com/UN/121027.pdf
5. Because the network was to seal off by China Gov., please pass on this email to your friend and to
talk about in the webspace!
This email meat at:→www.ycec.com/UN/121027-email.pdf

……
All the open letters that Main page → www.ycec.com/UN/war-felon.htm

Today’s email record → www.ycec.com/UN/141031.pdf
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